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to mirror, select "watch" from the menu on
the media remote control. choose your

source. press "start" on the media remote
control to begin the recording process. when
the recording is done, press "ok". its easy to
scan and record sound from midi, video and
vhs/dvd players, and a wide range of other
devices, regardless of whether they have

digital audio recording built into them. you
can also record from an unlimited range of

analog audio devices, including
microphones, turntables, and vinyl. midsire x-

to-x translator lets you see and record
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multimedia from your pc as a stand-alone
pc. without extra hardware, you can play

and record multimedia directly from your pc.
you can then view and play your multimedia

files on your pc or burn them to a cd.
midisire x-to-x translator supports all formats
of multimedia. it can play: wave, mp3, mp2,
mp1, asf and wav. you can also record all of
these formats of multimedia directly from
your pc. and it will get the latest support.

absurdly simple music recorder application
with free trial, recording formats support,
and a small footprint. it saves as mp3 and

wav, records live and offline, and comes with
a desktop icon to make it easy to use. it also

includes a music notation editor with
powerful markup functionality and support

for recording midi, key-frames and timecode.
the linux version of pro tools hd has support

for midi and vst, which allows you to
combine the power of the traditional live
digital audio workstation and the ease of

plug-ins with the powerful multi-track audio
workstation functionality of the daw.
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